
Beauty Tips: Best Foundations
for a Flawless Look

By Megan McIntosh

Choosing foundation can make or break your entire beauty look.
Much like when finding the perfect partner, there’s so much
that goes into finding the perfect foundation match. Once
you’ve found the perfect foundation for your skin, the rest of
your makeup will look flawless.

Whether it’s based on skin type or
the  event  you’re  going  to,  we’ve
got  the  best  foundations  for  a
flawless look. Check out our beauty
tips!

Skin Type:

Oily Skin: Clinique Even Better Makeup SPF 15: No matter what,
foundation with SPF is key. The texture of this foundation is
great for oily skin as the liquid turns to a powdery texture
after it’s applied. It doesn’t look cakey and provides great
coverage.

Related Link: Beauty Tips: How to Treat Oily Skin

Dry Skin: Yves Saint Laurent Le Teint Touche Éclat Foundation:
Dry skin tends to be missing that bit of a shine that makes us
look young and radiant. Ruscus Extract and Vitamin E take the
skin from looking tired to fresh.
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Combination  skin:  ESTÉE  LAUDER  Double  Wear  Stay-in-Place
Foundation: This foundation has a build-able coverage so you
can decide just how much suits your combination skin. With
this product, a little really does go a long way. It won’t
leave you with an oil buildup and lasts a long time.

Related Link: Beauty Tips: 5 Ways to Look Great with the Least
Amount of Makeup

Nighttime look: Fenty Beauty Pro Filt’r Soft Matte Longwear
Foundation: People have been raving about Rihanna‘s new make
up  line  since  it’s  release  only  two  years   ago.  This
foundation provides perfect coverage for a night out on the
town. Any flaws are covered, so you’re camera ready at all
times without clogging your pores.

Related Link: Beauty Advice: How to Make Your Skin Thank You
Later (What You Should Be Doing Now)

Daytime  look:  LAURA  MERCIER  Flawless  Fusion  Ultra-Longwear
Foundation: This foundation is perfect for any skin type and
has a nice matte finish. If you’ve ever worn foundation all
day, you know that at times it can leave you looking greasy.
This  foundation  gives  you  the  coverage  you  need  while
preventing  oil  build-up.

Which foundation do you rely on to create the perfect look?
Share below.

Celebrity  Style:  Funky
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Sunglasses

By Carly Horowitz

Why not shield your eyes from the sun in style? Hop on the
latest fashion trend of non-traditional shades, and show your
vogue this summer. Yes, the typical aviators are always a nice
go-to pair to wear, but lets spice it up.

Channel your inner celebrity style
and try out these different types
of cool sunglasses!

1. Tiny shades: Many fabulous celebrities have been sporting
sunglasses that are long and rectangular. They are definitely
smaller than the typical sunglass size, and that is what makes
them so funky. Celebs like Gigi Hadid and Kylie Jenner seem to
really like this trend.

Gigi  Hadid.  Photo:
Instagram  /  @gigihadid
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Kylie  Jenner.  Photo:
Instagram  /
@kyliejenner

2. Fun shapes: If you are walking around with sunglasses in
the shape of a heart, triangle, or octagon, you are sure to
receive some doting stares. We saw Miley Cyrus wearing some
cool heart shaped shades along side her sister on Instagram.

Miley Cyrus and her sister
Noah  Cyrus.  Photo:
Instagram  /  @mileycyrus

Related Link: Fashion: Celebrity Style Shoes for Affordable
Prices

3. Bulky frames: You can’t go wrong with putting on some big
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clunky sunglasses in order to complete your look. Rihanna can
pull off anything so well, and we saw her wearing some cool
plastic purple shades. Pick up your own pair in an exotic
color!

Rihanna.  Photo:
Instagram / @badgalriri

4. Cat eye sunglasses: The 50’s are making a comeback with cat
eye sunglasses. People are wearing these types of shades in
the style of both big and small. Nicole Richie is always
donning some fabulous sunglasses so of course she was wearing
some of these.

Nicole  Richie.  Photo:
Instagram / @nicolerichie
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Related Link: Fashion Trend: Soak Up The Sun in Colored Mirror
Sunglasses

5. Circles: Play “Here Comes The Sun” while you drive around
town in your circle sunglasses like John Lennon. These groovy
shades are sure to add to whatever look you are trying to
accomplish..Beyoncé had on some circle shades, and who doesn’t
want to be as amazing as her.

Beyoncé. Photo: Instagram /
@beyonce

Which type of funky sunglasses do you want to try out? Comment
below!

Beauty  Tips:  Celebrity  Hair
Trends  to  Brighten  Up  for
Spring

By Karley Kemble
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After enduring the brutally cold winter temperatures, you’re
probably super ready for the sunshine and warm weather. It’s
time to put away your warm clothes for the season, get out the
lighter colors, and update your look. Do a bit of spring
cleaning and refresh your hairstyle! If you’re ready for a big
change in your hair game, look no further. Cupid has the scoop
on  the  hottest  celebrity  hair  trends  this  spring.  You’ll
surely turn heads with your new ‘do!

These  beauty  tips  and  celebrity
hair trends are huge game changers!

1. Blunt bangs: Bangs may seem like a somewhat risky decision.
but when done right, they look absolutely amazing! The key is
to make sure they go cohesively with your overall hairstyle.
Look to Rose Byrne or Taylor Swift for some bang-speration!
Blunt bangs go really well with a symmetrical bob. If that is
too dramatic for your taste, try some light, feathered bangs
with your choppy layers.

Related Link: Get a Knockout Look with This One-Two Punch in
Hairstyles

2. Scrunchies: One of the most beloved trends from the ’90s is
making its way back into 2017! Scrunchies are a fun way to
dress up ponytails and top knots, or can even be used for a
more stylish look at the gym! These plush hair ties were seen
on many different springtime runway shows, and Selena Gomez is
a big fan of this oldie-but-goodie, too.

Related Link: Beauty Trend: The Ultimate Guide to Eyelash
Extensions

3. Changing up your part: Sometimes, a major hair update is as
easy as parting your hair a different way. If you always part
your hair to one side, try the other side or even a center
part! The best thing about parting your hair is that there’s
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no commitment. If you don’t like it, you can easily change it
back.  If  you  need  some  celebrity  inspiration,  Rihanna  or
Kendall Jenner are always changing up their ‘dos.

Related  Link:  Beauty  Advice:  The  5  Best  Beauty  Tips  from
Celebrities

4.  Lightening  your  color:  A  popular  thing  to  do  in  the
springtime is to change your hair color! Whether you’d like to
go big and dye your whole head, or start small with some
tasteful highlights, the options are endless. Celebrities who
have really mastered changing their hair color along with the
seasons are Rachel McAdams and Emma Stone!

5. Luscious layers: Layers are always a winning option and
will liven up hair that has become dull to the chilly weather.
Layered hairstyles are extremely versatile and are extremely
easy to customize for your own face shape. Take notes from
Lindsay  Lohan  if  you’re  looking  for  a  celebrity  that  has
really rocked the layered look over the years!

What hairstyle will you be rocking this spring? Leave us a
comment below!

Celebrity  Style:  Boots  You
Can Rock in the Winter

By Rachel Sparks

Earlier this year, we got a glimpse of the fashion trends that
were coming for fall and winter, and though what to wear on
our upper bodies is always important, what to wear on our feet
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is sometimes even more exciting. Elle.com released the hottest
boot trends that walked down the runways. Latest celebrity
styles  range  from  crimson  statement  kicks  to  waist-highs
There’s more to rock than the classic black ankle boot.

How  can  you  rock  the  hottest
celebrity styles this boot season?

Boots during winter is like Starbuck’s PSL for fall: you can’t
have one without the other. As much as we love the classic
black boot, we’re setting them aside for this year’s best
celebrity fashion trends:

1. The disco ball boot: Brighten everyone’s day while rocking
the glitter boot. Pair it with black pants or a red jacket for
a dramatic rock star look. Celebs rocking it: Celine Dion,
Rihanna, Blac Chyna, and Cardi B.

2. The scrunchy look: It can be casual or that sexy messy
look. Wear it over pants, with a dress, or an extra long T-
shirt; you can’t go wrong. Celebs spotted wearing these: Reese
Witherspoon and Hillary Duff.

Related Link: Celebrity Style: Walk Into Fall in Dr. Marten
Boots

3. Hiking boots: Capture that edgy take-over-the-world look
with redesigned hiking boots. We’ve seen them studded, with
six inch heels, and in any color. Match with jeans, tights, or
a long sweater. No matter how you wear it, you will look like
a celebrity. Karlie Kloss, Taylor Swift, and Beyonce rock this
look.

4. The red statement: Red is the new black this winter season.
Make a statement in black with a splash of red or bring out
the accents in your favorite patterned outfit. These boots are
being spotted with just about any outfit. Our favorite looks:
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Hayden Panettiere’s classic look or Gwyneth Paltrow’s quirky
risk-taking.

Related Link: Fashion: Celebrity Style Shoes for Affordable
Prices

5. 70’s Suede: It seems like this fashion statement never
died, and we’re loving the timeless factor of it. Paired with
dresses or pants, it’s a fun-night-out kind of boot. Wear it
short like Reese Witherspoon or knee-high like Kim Kardashian.

How would you wear these hot boot styles? Share below!

Celebrity  News:  7  Best
Celebrity Pop Music Moments

By Katie Gray

Pop music is one of the most popular music genres for a
reason! For decades, amazing pop music has been created and
crafted. People love jammin’ out to pop, and watching pop
stars perform in bold outfit choices. Since the 80’s, Madonna
has been the Queen of Pop. From then on, there have been many
pop stars and pop princesses introduced to the world. Whether
it’s an award show performance or a music video, there have
been  some  iconic  pop  moments  among  fellow  pop  stars  in
celebrity news, and pop stars in celebrity relationships.

Cupid has compiled the seven best
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pop moments in celebrity news:

1. Madonna & Britney Spears: The Queen of Pop is Madonna and
the Princess of Pop is Britney Spears. The most iconic pop
moment  in  history,  is  hands  down  the  famous  2003  VMA
performance  where  Madonna,  Britney  Spears  and  Christina
Aguilera performed and shared a kiss. Madonna was dressed as a
groom and Britney was dressed as a bride. To this day, it
continues to generate buzz! It will go down in history, as the
most iconic moment in pop music. Just like Nicki Minaj sums up
in her song with Madonna, she raps, “There’s only one queen,
and that’s Madonna.”

2. Taylor Swift’s ‘Look What You Made Me Do’: The official
music video to ‘Look What You Made Me Do’ by pop superstar,

Taylor Swift, premiered on August 27th at the 2017 MTV Video
Music Awards. It broke the record for being the most watched
music video within 24 hours of its release, by getting 43.2
million views on YouTube. It garnered over 3 million views per
hour. The song and video, is influenced by a lot of Swift’s
past  celebrity  relationships.  This  includes  her  celebrity
relationship with Calvin Harris, Tom Hiddleston, and the feuds
with Kanye West and Katy Perry. The music video even features
an elaborate scene where Swift is seen in a bathtub full of
jewels â€“ that were all real. That’s right, the authentic
diamonds, were loaned by celebrity jeweler Neil Lane and was
worth over $10 million. As of now, in September, the video has
over 200 million views already!

Related Link: Best Lana Del Rey Lyrics Inspired By Celebrity
Relationships

3. Ariana Grande & Big Sean: Ariana Grande is running pop
music  right  now!  The  pop  star,  was  in  a  much  publicized
relationship with music artist, Big Sean. The celebrity couple
was adorable on the red carpet at the Grammys, and it was well
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noted.  Grande  performed  that  night,  and  had  several
nominations herself. This duo even wore matching outfits when
they performed together at KIIS FM’s Jingle Ball in 2014. They
also  were  cute  together  at  ‘A  Very  Grammy  Christmas’
backstage.  Although  the  couple  split,  they  shared  great
performances together and have had subsequent music inspired
by their celebrity relationship.

4. Jennifer Lopez & Iggy Azalea: Don’t be fooled by the rocks
that she got, she’s still Jenny from the Block! Pop icon,
Jennifer Lopez AKA JLO, always brings the fire! Her duet with
rapper Iggy Azalea, to their song ‘Booty’ was the highlight of
the 2014 American Music Awards. Their music video to their hit
song is also sizzling! It’s one of the best collaborations in
pop music. The catchy song, features a nice beat, and is great
to dance around to! “Work!”

5. Rihanna & Drake: The friendship and relationship, between
artists Drake and Rihanna, has been a constant topic on/off
throughout the years. Drake and Rihanna are both icons. Drake
bough Rihanna a billboard in Los Angeles to congratulate her
on receiving the Michael Jackson Video Vanguard Award at the
MTV Video Music Awards. He presented her with the moonman
award. During his speech, he was loving, and proclaimed he’s,
“been  in  love  with  her”  since  he  was  22  years  old.  He
proclaimed, “She’s one of my best friends in the world.”�
Whether they’re friends or more, they make us swoon!

Related Link: 6 Best Rock & Roll Celebrity Couples

6. Beyoncé’s Lemonade: Queen Bee – Queen Bey! Beyoncé released
her sixth studio album, titled Lemonade, and it took the world
by storm. The witty lyrics quickly circulated, and the film
that went along with it made a big impact. Beyoncé is married
to rapper, Jay-Z, and the pretty pair are also proud parents!
Much of the album is about the celebrity couple, and it was
widely interpreted that Lemonade was about infidelity. There
were some empowering parts of the album, such as the songs
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“Hold  Up”  and  “Sorry”  and  “Sandcastles.”  There  were
inspirational parts, such as the fact that winners “don’t quit
on themselves.” When life gives you lemons, make lemonade!

7. Lady Gaga & Album Joanne: Lady Gaga is a top pop icon.
She’s won a Golden Globe, performed at the Academy Awards and
was nominated for an Oscar herself, and continuously sells out
stadium tours. She even gave an amazing super bowl half time
show performance! She released her album, Joanne, which is
named after her aunt who died at a young age from lupus. The
album also revolves around the triumphs and trials of love.
Much of the inspiration for the album, is derived from her
relationship,  engagement  and  break-up  with  Taylor  Kinney.
After dating for five years, they broke off their celebrity
engagement. Lady Gaga said, “When you listen to the album,
it’s clear the influence that all the men in my life have made
on this record. She added, “I always wanted to be a good girl.
And Joanne was such a good girl.”

What are your favorite celebrity pop music moments? Comment
below!

New Celebrity Couple? Rihanna
&  Hasaan  Jameel  Have  Been
‘Hooking Up for a Few Months’

By Melissa Lee

In celebrity couple news, it has been revealed that Rihanna
has been hooking up with businessman Hasaan Jameel for a few
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months! The two were photographed for the first time in Ibiza
in June, where they seemed to look very into one another.
According to UsMagazine.com, the couple was spotted kissing
and later getting coffee together on June 26.

Rihanna may be part of a celebrity
couple again! What are some ways to
know  if  a  new  relationship  has
staying power?

Cupid’s Advice:

New loves are always filled with infatuation and fun-filled
moments — but the true test comes in deciding whether or not
the relationship has staying power. If this situation sounds
familiar to you, Cupid has some advice:

1. Do you work well together?: There’s a difference between a
fun little fling and full fledged relationship. Sometimes,
it’s better to just keep things casual based on how you two
work together. However, if you feel as though you and your new
lover work even better as partners, you’ll know if you’ll be
able to make a relationship work.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: How Your Excitement Drives
Your Expectations

2. Think about your future: In a new relationship, it can be
hard to think far in advanced about your future, but it’s
important to consider that factor. If you don’t see yourself
being with this person even in a few weeks or months, you
probably can assume that your relationship won’t last that
long.

Related  Link:  Relationship  Advice:  Can  You  Move  Too  Fast
Moving In?
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3. Comfort level: Reflect on how this person makes you feel.
It’s a great sign if you feel completely comfortable around
your love. If you have apprehensions or hesitations regarding
this new endeavor, that’s okay, but it’s important to note
whether or not they begin to fade or if they continue to
prevent your relationship from growing.

What  are  your  tips  for  deciding  whether  or  not  your
relationship has staying power? Leave your thoughts below. 

Beauty Trend: Mauve Is In for
Spring 2017

By Noelle Downey

Are you looking to spruce up your look for spring and stand
out in the sunny weather? Don’t be fooled by the brilliant
colors  of  this  fresh  new  season;  the  newest  cutting  edge
beauty trend of 2017 has effectively proven that even the more
muted tones in the rainbow can be smooth, stunning and, of
course, supremely stylish. Mauve is the talk of the spring
season this year, with mauve accessories and make-up claiming
their  place  as  the  must-have  beauty  staples  of  the  most
fashion-forward.  This  superb  shade  may  be  subtle,  but  it
certainly doesn’t lack star power, and your favorite celebrity
looks this spring are destined to be mauve masterpieces.

Whether adding a dash of color to a
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pretty  pout  or  making  nails  look
fabulous from every angle, see why
mauve  is  the  most  versatile  and
stylish color and beauty trend of
2017 so far!

1. A Lovely Lip: Rockstar Rihanna looks fierce and fabulous
with a light mauve lipstick that adds a touch of trendy to her
already elegant celebrity style. The subtle shade compliments
her glowing skin while adding a mesmerizing mauve sparkle to
her perfect pout. Add a mauve lipstick to your make up bag to
use when you want a natural look with a pop of color that
draws the eye to your gorgeous smile.

Rihanna. Photo: Instagram

Related Link: Beauty Trend: Lollipop Lips Top the Charts as
Weirdest Trend of the Year

2. Novel Nails: At your next manicure, consider this shade of
mauve  as  your  preferred  pigment,  a  trendy,  grown-up
alternative to a bold color like purple or pink. Find a lip
tint that matches for a coordinated, stand-out look, or let
your nails sparkle as a lovely touch to an otherwise ordinary
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outfit. This neutral tone on your nails will add just enough
eye-catching color to make any look go from forgettable to
fantastic.

Mauve nails. Photo:
byoube / Instagram

3. A Head Turning Hair Color: Ready for a big commitment to
this hot new beauty trend? Say goodbye to boring brown or
blonde  locks,  and  say  hello  to  this  magnificent  shade  of
mauve! Take the plunge and try this gorgeous all-over color on
your hair, with undertones of purple and pink, to bring out
your  skin  tone  and  make  a  stylish  statement  not  soon
forgotten. Pastel color hair is so in right now – take the
opportunity to get the best out of this beauty tip with hair
that will turn heads wherever you go.



Mauve  hair.  Photo:
lush_wigs  /  Instagram

Related Link: Beauty Tips: 5 Hair Trends for 2017

4. An Exceptional Eyeshadow: Reality star Kylie Jenner steps
out in a simple black summer dress and some gorgeously subtle
mauve eyeshadow that perfectly compliments her golden summer-
ready skin. While Kylie keeps it casual and relaxed in these
photos, her sweet smile shows she knows how runway-ready her
choice of eyeshadow makes her look.

Kylie  Jenner  wears  mauve
eyeshadow.  Photo:
hadid__jenner / Instagram

5.  Amazing  Accessories:  While  mauve  make-up  is  certainly
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getting its time in the spotlight when it comes to celebrity
beauty trends, if you’re interested in a stylish piece to add
even more fashionista flair to your look, mauve accessories
are here for you. This trendy mauve Michael Kors bag is the
perfect way to show off how fashion-forward you are while also
exhibiting the luxury name brands you love. Throw it over your
shoulder to compliment a casual date at a coffee shop this
spring and enjoy the flattery you receive by trendily taking
advantage of this season’s mauve mania.

Michael Kors bag in the
color  mauve.  Photo:
irosungozunden  /
Instagram

 What are some other beauty trends that incorporate the color
mauve? Share your comments below.

New  Celebrity  Couple?
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Jennifer Lopez & Drake Fuel
Romance  Rumors  in  New
Snapshot

By Mallory McDonald

Everyone is wondering if a new celebrity couple is forming
between  Jennifer  Lopez  and  Drake!  According
to UsMagazine.com, their social media posts are definitely
heating  up,  and  while  the  two  have  not  confirmed  a
relationship,  things  are  definitely  looking  cozy!  Drake’s
celebrity ex Rihanna definitely is not happy with the pair’s
closeness, and over the weekend, Rihanna unfollowed Lopez from
Instagram.  Previously,  the  two  spoke  very  highly  of  one
another. Lopez said,  “I’m a huge Rihanna fan….and I feel like
she’s such a girl’s girl, which I love because I’m a girl’s
girl and she seems very sweet.” In turn, Rihanna gifted Lopez
a pair of $4,000 boots from her collaboration with Manolo
Blahnik. The handwritten note to the mom-of-two read: “To the
baddest. Because I know you’re gonna wear them better than
me.” Looks like Drake and Lopez may just be the real deal!

There  could  be  another  celebrity
couple  to  contend  with!  What  are
some  ways  to  have  fun  with  your
relationship  announcement  to
friends and family?

Cupid’s Advice: 
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Once you have decided between you and your significant other
that you are officially together, it can be fun announcing it
to your family and friends. Here are some fun ways to share
the news:

1. Casually: Sometimes you and your partner may not want to
create a big scene. It could be fun to share the news by
keeping it casual as if it isn’t a big deal, that way your
friends and family can make it special!

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Drake & Rihanna Call It Quits

2. Revealing party: While it doesn’t necessarily need to be a
big  party,  having  your  friends  and  family  over  with  nice
drinks and food to reveal your new relationship is fun for
everyone.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes Jennifer Lopez and Casper Smart
Caught Kissing

3. Social media: Now social media runs everything, why not use
it as your platform for your relationship just like all the
celebrities?  Announcing  it  on  social  media  can  surprise
everyone  and  assure  you  and  your  partner  that  you  aren’t
forgetting to tell anyone!

How did you announce your relationship to your friends and
family? Share your experiences below.

Celebrity  Couple  Drake  &
Rihanna Call It Quits
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By Mallory McDonald

Another celebrity couple bites the dust. This time, Rihanna
and Drake have called it quits and have yet again become
celebrity exes. The two have been on and off together for over
seven years and just can’t seem to make it work. According
to  UsMagazine.com,  “She  doesn’t  want  to  be  held  down.”  A
second insider adds, “They will always be close. If they end
up together, it could happen, but not now.” The same source
claimed that they were never serious and just hanging out
casually. Fans really believed that the two were in it for the
long haul this time around. Unfortunately, it wasn’t the right
time for the relationship to work.

This celebrity couple is no more …
again! What are some ways an on-
again-off-again  relationship  is
unhealthy?

Cupid’s Advice: 

When you care about someone so much it can be easy to keep
going back to them even when it isn’t working. Cupid is here
to help you decide if it is becoming unhealthy:

1. Dependency: When you are in a relationship that you know
isn’t working, but keep going back to them anyway, it can put
you in a pattern of being dependent on this person being in
your life. Establish your independence, and make a decision
from there.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Rihanna & Drake go ‘Dancing and
Drinking’ After 2016 MTV VMAs

2. Emotional turmoil: Constantly breaking up and getting back
with a person can be emotionally draining. Not accepting that
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this  relationship  is  unhealthy  can  have  your  emotions
constantly  fluctuating  will  only  put  more  stress  on  the
relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity New: Drake Confesses Love For Rihanna
at VMAs

3. Unstable environment: Trying to constantly make an on-again
off-again relationship work when it is emotionally draining
you and leaving you exhausted is leaving your life unstable.
It can also be keeping you from focusing on the important
things in life.

How did you know your relationship was becoming unhealthy?
Comment below!

Celebrity  News:  Rihanna  &
Drake  Go  ‘Dancing  and
Drinking’ After 2016 MTV VMAs

By Stephanie Sacco

Rihanna and Drake are at the forefront of celebrity gossip
right now after the 2016 MTV VMAs. In celebrity news, Drake
presented her with the Vanguard Award and admitted his love to
her. According to EOnline.com, the celebrity couple was seen
at the Up&Down nightclub where they partied in celebration
after the VMAs for a night of drinking and dancing. Sources
saw them walk in holding hands.
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This  celebrity  news  has  us  awww-
ing.  How  do  you  know  when  to
officially  confirm  your
relationship  with  friends  and
family?

Cupid’s Advice:

Confirming your relationship is a big step, but confirming
your relationship with your family and friends is even bigger.
Picking the right time to drop that bomb is key. Cupid is here
to help:

1. Time: Depending on how long you’ve been dating and how much
time  you’ve  spent  together,  you’ll  know  when  is  right  to
confirm  your  relationship.  It  takes  time  to  build  up  the
relationship in its own right. Then you have to ease him into
the family.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Drake Confesses Love for Rihanna
at VMAs

2. Trust: Once you trust your partner and know it’s going
somewhere, it’s time to share him. If you can see a future
with him, you are ready to make big plans. Don’t waste your
family’s time if you don’t see it going anywhere.

Related Link: Why Rihanna & Drake Haven’t Made Their Celebrity
Relationship Official

3. When they are: It’s not just up to you when it comes to
your partner. Be sure he’s ready to meet everybody too. Don’t
force them to do anything, but discuss it ahead of time. Make
sure you’re on the same page.

How do you know when to introduce your partner to your friends
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and family? Comment below!

Celebrity  News:  Drake
Confesses Love for Rihanna at
VMAs

By Stephanie Sacco

The VMAs are always a sight for celebrity gossip. This year
was no different as Drake presented Rihanna with the Michael
Jackson  Vanguard  Award.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  his
speech was pretty heartfelt. He said, “She’s someone I’ve been
in love with since I was 22 years old. She’s one of my best
friends in the world. All my adult life, I’ve looked up to her
even though she’s younger than me.” In celebrity news, fans
watching thought Drake was going to pop the question. His
rumored  relationship  with  Rihanna  has  been  on  everybody’s
minds as this celebrity couple is already cranking out great
hits. A proposal would be the icing on the cake.

This celebrity news really didn’t
surprise  anyone,  but  it  was  cute
nonetheless! What are some ways to
publicly  announce  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:
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Announcing a relationship to your friends and family can be
nerve-wracking. It’s a lot of pressure on the relationship
once  it’s  declared  officially.  Cupid  is  here  with  some
relationship advice:

1. Family dinner: Invite your partner over for a nice dinner
or even a casual lunch just to ease them into your family.
Your parents might question if he’s more than a friend instead
of  being  completely  blindsided.  The  meal  will  give  you
something else to focus on so the attention isn’t completely
on your date.

Related Link: Rihanna and Drake Party Post-Concert in Paris

2. On a group date: Your friends can meet him and find out
about your relationship out on a date. They can see how he
interacts with you and them and get to know him gradually.
That’s  when  you  let  them  in  on  a  little  secret:  he’s
officially  your  boyfriend.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Rihanna & Drake Spotted
Getting Cozy at Concert Afterparty

3. Sporting event: Maybe you’ll get lucky and the kiss cam
will  find  you  and  your  partner.  You  won’t  have  to  tell
anybody; they’ll just know. Announcing it at a loud venue can
keep it casual because it’ll stop them from making a scene if
they don’t like the guy.

How would you announce your relationship? Comment below!

Why Rihanna & Drake Haven’t
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Made  Their  Celebrity
Relationship Official

By Cortney Moore

Barbadian songstress Rihanna and Canadian rapper Drake are
making  celebrity  news  once  more  with  their  on-and-off
relationship. The pair has been seen together on late night
ventures,  international  concert  performances  and  even  on
loving  Instagram  posts,  but  they  still  deny  being  in  a
celebrity  relationship!  Despite  having  years  of  history
together,  an  insider  from  EOnline.com  has  told  the
publication, “Rihanna loves Drake, but is still not ready to
put a title on them.” According to the insider, Drake has felt
strongly for the singer for years now and wouldn’t hesitate to
make their celebrity relationship official. “Things are great
though  and  their  connection  is  really  strong.  Things  are
progressing nicely,” said the insider. Fingers crossed that
this amazing musical duo takes their relationship to the next
level soon!

This celebrity relationship has yet
to be labeled. What are some things
to  consider  before  labeling  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

“DTR,”  also  known  as  “defining  the  relationship,”  is  an
important step in any coupling. Whether you’re trying to start
something serious or just enjoy a fling, there has to be a
conversation about what you both are to each other so you’re
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both on the same page. Cupid is here to help you with labeling
your relationship:

1. Determine wants: Before you decide to have this specific
talk with your partner, you need to figure out what exactly
you want out of this relationship. Do you want monogamy? Or do
you want your relationship to be casual, with the ability
to see other people? Figure out what you want before you go
asking your partner to change the status of your relationship.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Rihanna & Drake Spotted
Getting Cozy at Concert Afterparty

2. Compatibility: Of course wanting to be with someone isn’t
enough, you also need to make sure your partner is compatible
to your lifestyle. Take into account whether you both have
similar  likes  and  dislikes,  hobbies  or  upbringing.  For  a
lasting relationship you need to find common elements that
bond you together, if you can’t find those, maybe you should
just enjoy time with each other the way it currently is.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  Predictions:  Drake,  Eva
Longoria and Lea Michele

3. Ask questions: And last but not least, you need to ask
questions! Your partner should have equal input on how or what
the relationship will be labeled. How else do you expect to
find out whether or not a relationship is worth pursuing if
you  have  no  input  from  your  partner?  Depending  on  the
questions you ask and the responses you get, you’ll finally
know for sure if you should pursue things further or run for
the hills.

How have you defined your relationships? Share your stories
below in the comments.
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Bad  Romance:  10  Toxic
Celebrity Relationships

By Katie Gray

Sometimes love isn’t all champagne and caviar, even for our
favorite celebrity couples. Sometimes celebrity relationships
have moments that can be a little toxic. In some instances the
couples work it out, but in other cases the relationship ends
in a split. We can take away relationship advice from this,
though; sometimes things fall apart so better things can fall
together.

Cupid  has  compiled  10  toxic
celebrity relationships:

1. Chris Brown & Rihanna: Chris Brown and Rihanna were a
favorite celebrity couple for many. Then, in 2008, there were
many reports that she was being abused and that the celebrity
couple wasn’t healthy. Bad gal Riri and Chris Brown ended up
splitting, but one thing nobody – including them – denies is
that they were passionate about one another.

2. Britney Spears & Kevin Federline: “I’m addicted to you,
don’t  you  know  that  you’re  toxic!”  Britney  Spears,  pop
princess, was married to her back up dancer, Kevin Federline.
The celebrity couple even produced two celebrity babies. The
“Toxic”  singer  had  a  reality  show  when  they  were  married
called Chaotic. That sums up their relationship, which ended
in celebrity divorce. However, Spears moved onward and upward!
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Related Link: 8 Celebrity Couples Who Were Friends First

3. Spencer Pratt & Heidi Montag: The Hills was a popular
reality show that intrigued many. It made Lauren Conrad and
Audrina Partridge celebutantes. On the show, and in real life,
celebrity  couple  Spencer  Pratt  and  Heidi  Montag  had  the
country  buzzing  about  their  celebrity  relationship.  Many
people felt that it was toxic, as Pratt and Montag were very
dependent on one another. It even damaged her relationship
with  her  then  BFF,  LC  (Lauren  Conrad).  The  couple  even
released a book entitled How To Be Famous.

4. Eminem & Kim Mathers: Rapper, Eminem, is known for many
things: witty lyrics, emerging from a humble background and
his roller coaster relationship with Kim Mathers. The pair
were married twice and have a daughter together, which led to
a public custody battle that got ugly. The famous white rapper
has many lines in his song about Kim, which are not pleasant.

Related Link: Hollywood’s Most Unexpected Couples

5. Tommy Lee & Pamela Anderson: Rock artist Tommy Lee and
actress and Playboy playmate, Pamela Anderson, will go down in
history for being an iconic celebrity relationship. The Motley
Crue rocker and the blonde bombshell were together in the late
90’s and were married 1995-1998. They made a big stir in the
media when a sex tape from their honeymoon was stolen from
their home and shown for the whole world to see.

6. Jersey Shore‘s Sammi “Sweetheart” & Ronnie: Love at the
shore! The Jersey Shore couple, Sammi and Ron, proved to be
one  of  the  most  dramatic  celebrity  relationships  in  MTV
history.  The  majority  of  the  episodes  featured  the  two
fighting  over  their  problems  and  trust  issues.  Sometimes
things were good though between the two. Nonetheless; they
made for great television!

7. Tiger Woods & Elin Nordegren: Famous golfer Tiger Woods was
married to model Elin Nordegren. The celebrity couple’s world
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was rocked when it came out that Woods had been having affairs
with  multiple  women.  There  were  several  women  who  came
forward.  Ludacris  even  released  a  song  about  the  event
entitled, “Sexting.” The professional golfer asked her to re-
marry him again, although they split in 2010. She’s living in
a very nice mansion in Palm Beach. It’s like the saying goes,
“Don’t get mad. Get everything.”

8. Tina Turner & Ike: Tina Turner is a music legend and icon.
However, her marriage to Ike was extremely tumultuous. There
is even a film about her life and this celebrity relationship
that ultimately ended. It was an unhealthy relationship, as he
was addicted to cocaine and would sadly beat her up often.
However; everyone can learn from Tina Turner. What doesn’t
kill us only makes us stronger.

9. Whitney Houston & Bobby Brown: Whitney Houston is known for
hit songs like “I Want To Dance With Somebody” and “I Will
Always Love You.” In addition to her iconic songs and thriving
music career, her relationship with Bobby Brown was widely
publicized.  Her  mother  even  wrote  in  a  book  about  this
relationship and how she feels that he influenced her to use
drugs.  Although  the  relationship  wasn’t  healthy,  we  will
always remember Whitney Houston for the beautiful and talented
artist she was. RIP!

10. Dennis Rodman & Carmen Electra: Carmen Electra famously
got her name from music legend, Prince. The actress and model
has had a string of famous celebrity relationships. At one
point, she married former Chicago Bulls player, Dennis Rodman,
when they were intoxicated. Afterward, he filed an annulment.
Sometimes your relationship ending doesn’t work out, because
there is an even better fairy tale ahead for you.

Which are your favorite celebrity couples? Comment below!



Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Drake, Eva Longoria and Lea
Michele

By Shoshi

In the latest celebrity news, three famous couples have caught
the public’s attention, whether it be Drake and Rihanna’s
rumored celebrity relationship, Eva Longoria’s third celebrity
wedding, or Lea Michelle’s next shot at love. Who’s stepping
out in Hollywood this time around hand in hand? Join me as I
look into the crystal ball of relationships and love. Below, I
share my predictions for these celebrity couples.

Celebrity  Couple  Predictions:
Celebrity Relationships That May or
May Not Last

Drake and Rihanna: It seems like nobody believes that Drake
and Rihanna are just friends. Who doesn’t twerk their booty on
a friend any chance they get?  It’s time to let this rumor go!
They aren’t a secret couple, contrary to the anonymous sources
that keep popping up in the press. Recently Drake was asked
point blank if he was dating RiRi and his answer was that they
are just friends. That is not to say that they do not practice
being friends with benefits from time to time. Why shouldn’t
they? They are both attractive adults, so why not help each
other maintain pleasure when necessary? It would be nice to
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see these two in a relationship with each other, or with
whoever makes their heart skip a beat. It looks like Drake and
Rihanna aren’t making time for romance, though. They are both
working, traveling, and involved in their careers. However,
look for Rihanna to be in the relationship by the end of the
summer.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Rihanna & Drake Spotted
Getting Cozy at Concert Afterparty

Eva Longoria and Jose Baston: Looks like the third time’s the
charm for Eva Longoria. She walked down the aisle with Jose
Baston, President of Televisa, Latin America’s largest media
company. This is Longoria’s third marriage and it looks like
her last. The celebrity couple was married in Mexico in front
of A-list guests. It would seem Longoria has hit the jackpot
with Baston. He sees her as his equal and loves that she is a
strong  and  passionate  woman.  After  two  failed  marriages,
Longoria knew exactly what she was looking for in a partner. 
She  has  definitely  found  the  right  one  this  time  around.
Before the wedding, they had already been calling each other
husband and wife. I see a new dog in their future and a
discussion about children. Right now a baby is a possibility,
but if Longoria is not pregnant by next year, more than likely
the couple will not have children together.  Either way, they
will continue to be just as happy as ever.

Related Link: Eva Longoria Marries Jose Baston in Romantic
Celebrity Wedding in Mexico

Lea Michele and Robert Buckley: Lea Michele has not been so
lucky in love. That is not to say that she isn’t trying. She
dated that so-called model/actor and ex-gigolo Matthew Paetz,
who allegedly broke her heart. Then there was her boyfriend
and Glee co-star, Cory Monteith, who died of a drug overdose. 
Most women would have locked up their heart and thrown away
the  key.  Despite  these  negative  experiences,  Michele  is
currently dating actor Robert Buckley, and says that she is
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very happy. That’s definitely good news. It’s nice to see her
find love again. Where is it all going? That remains to be
seen.  Michele  wants  to  be  married  with  kids  but  not
necessarily  right  now.   It  looks  like  it’s  on  her
mind. Buckley may not be the guy she walks down the aisle
with, but he is getting her ready for when the time is right.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Lea Michele Is Dating ‘One
Tree Hill’ Star Robert Buckley

For more information on Shoshi click here.

What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

New Celebrity Couple? Rihanna
& Drake Spotted Getting Cozy
at Concert Afterparty

By Stephanie Sacco

Rihanna and Drake might have more than just musical chemistry.
In celebrity news, this potential new celebrity couple was
seen  together  at  an  afterparty  at  The  Nice  Guy  in  West
Hollywood  after  her  concert.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,
Drizzy threw the party for her after her sold-out show. This
on-again-off-again celebrity couple can’t get enough of each
other.  The  celebrity  gossip  is  that  they  were  being  very
affectionate and loving. Sounds like sparks are flying for
this duo.
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There may be a new celebrity couple
in the entertainment biz! What are
some ways to get to know someone
without starting gossip?

Cupid’s Advice:

One of the hardest things to do is avoid gossip. Whether
you’re a celebrity on the red carpet or a student in a high
school  hallway,  gossip  will  find  you.  Cupid  has  some
relationship  advice:

1. Keep it to yourself: If you’re just starting to consider
someone, don’t gossip about it yourself. Telling your friends
and family will only cause ripples, and nobody wants that kind
of attention unless they’re ready to go public. If you’re just
flirting, keep a low profile.

Related Link: 5 Times Celebrity Gossip Turned Out To Be Untrue

2.  Keep  an  open  mind:  Be  friendly  and  open  to  people
regardless of the looks and comments that others might make.
Subtly  smile  and  make  eye  contact  with  anyone  you  are
interested  in.  Keep  it  up  and  see  where  it  goes.

Related Link: Rihanna and Drake Party Post-Concert in Paris

3. Keep it honest: If people are gossiping, set the record
straight. Tell the truth if somebody approaches you about your
love life, and don’t feel bad about it. Don’t shy away from
the guy you like because people are gossiping.

Think you know how to avoid gossip? Comment below!
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Celebrity News: Rihanna Opens
Up  About  Why  She  Got  Back
Together with Chris Brown

By Abbi Comphel

Rihanna  has  finally  opened  up  about  her  relationship  and
subsequent celebrity break-up with Chris Brown and why she
chose to get back together with him for a short time after he
abused her. This celebrity news has been on all of our minds
for  quite  some  time!  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Rihanna
shared  with  Vanity  Fair  the  details  of  her  celebrity
relationship with Chris Brown. She thought she would be able
to change him at the time. She told Vanity Fair, “Sometimes
you just have to walk away.” She still cares about Brown, but
the two aren’t friends and are not in each others’ lives. Glad
to hear Rihanna is in a much better place in her life now!

This celebrity news has been a long
time coming. What are some ways to
move  on  after  an  abusive
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Getting out of an abusive relationship is never easy, but the
aftermath of it can be even worse. Here are some ways to move
on after this type of relationship:
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1. Find yourself: Don’t let this relationship define you. At
one point, you were a happy person who loved the life you
lived, so it’s time to find that person again. Take some time
for yourself, go out on walks, go to the movies by yourself,
learn how to be happy by yourself and remember your self
worth!

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kim Kardashian Is Sick to Her
Stomach when Khloe Flirts with Lamar 

2. Move on: Do not let this past relationship hold you back
from finding love! It can be hard to trust again, but not
everyone is going to be like the last person you were with.
Who knows, if you actually give someone a try they could turn
out to be the one!

Related  Link:  Megan  Fox  Returns  to  Social  Media  After
Celebrity  Divorce  Filing  From  Brian  Austin  Green  

3. No regrets: When you think back on this relationship, don’t
beat yourself up and wish that it had never happened. Yes, it
ended up in horrible circumstances and this should have never
happened to you, but it has only made you stronger as a
person. You can take this and turn it into something positive,
perhaps helping others to avoid making the same mistake.

What do you think are some ways to move on from an abusive
relationship? Share below. 

Rihanna Focuses Attention On
New  Celebrity  Love  Lewis
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Hamilton

By Katie Gray

Celebrity love is in the air! Singer Rihanna and Formula One
race car driver Lewis Hamilton are enjoying the excitement of
their budding celebrity romance. According to a source who
spoke to EOnline.com, “She is taking it very slow and just
having fun, but she likes who he is and what he is about.” The
duo were spotted at the annual Carnival in Barbados. Things
are heating up and getting serious between the pair. They have
Cupid’s blessing!

This celebrity love is brand new!
What are some ways to decide if you
should  get  more  serious  with  a
partner or not?

Cupid’s Advice:

Getting serious with a partner is an important step in your
relationship. Things are no longer casual and you’re more
accountable to that person. Cupid has some tips:

1. You’re feeling it: Sometimes your feelings for another
person are just so genuine that you have to act on them. There
is no harm in becoming more serious if you are both feeling
it. If you want to know them even better and have enjoyed
spending time with them, it’s obvious you want to know them
even more. You will know if you don’t truly like them, so
moving forward isn’t a waste of time.

Related Link: Are Rihanna and Soccer Star Karim Benzema a New
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Celebrity Couple?

2. Friends first: If you were friends with a person first and
you are both into each other, it may be the appropriate time
to give it a whirl. They say the best relationships start out
as friends. It makes the transition easier since you already
know you’re compatible. Time to take a leap of faith!

Related Link: Have Rihanna and Ryan Phillippe Been Hooking Up?

3. Sparks fly: If you have undoubtedly enjoyed one another’s
company and have gotten to know each other well, then it could
be the right time to move further along into the relationship
and love. Whether you have plans for marriage, children, or
more time committed, it’s a decision you should both come to
terms with and agree upon.

What are some ways you have known when to get more serious
with your partner? Share your stories with Cupid below.

Are Rihanna and Soccer Star
Karim Benzema a New Celebrity
Couple?

By Courtney Omernick

Is  there  a  new  celebrity  relationship  on  the  horizon?  E!
Online.com recently reported that Rihanna was spotted spending
a late night with soccer star Karim Benzema. The reported
celebrity couple went to a few clubs in New York before going
to a 24 hour Cuban restaurant. Although, Rihanna has had a
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very busy year, which leads us to wonder if she even has time
for a celebrity relationship.

New celebrity couple alert! How do
you know if you’re ready for a new
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

With so many celebrity couples breaking up and getting back
together, it can be hard to tell who is really serious about
their  relationship,  and  who  is  involved  just  for  fun.
Especially if you’ve gotten hurt in the past, it can be hard
to dive head first into a new relationship. How do you know if
you’re ready? Check out our relationship advice below:

1. You’re willing to take a risk: It’s important to understand
that there are risks involved with falling in love. If you’re
willing to jump right in understanding that you will come out
a better person either way, go for it!

Related Link: Dating Advice: How to Get Out of the Friend Zone

2. You’ve tossed your list: Sometimes, people’s list of what
they expect out of a partner is so long it reaches the floor.
Sure, we all have our “must haves,” but, if you’re ready to
find someone wonderful to share time with instead of meeting
all your expectations, you’re ready.

Related Link: Dating Advice: 10 Signs of Cheating You Need To
Know

3.  You  complete  yourself:  If  you’ve  already  come  to  the
realization that you are all you need, you’re definitely ready
for a relationship. You should be with someone because you
want to be with them, not because you need to be with them.
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Give us your relationship advice. When did you know you were
ready for a new relationship? Comment below!

Hollywood Couples: Stars Who
Dated  Their  Friend’s
Celebrity Ex

Page 1 of 10

John Mayer and Katy Perry

The singer-songwriter dated Taylor Swift from September 2009
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to January 2010. After their celebrity break-up, she penned
the song 'Dear John,' which reportedly "humiliated" Mayer. He
then began an on-again, off-again relationship and love with
the  'Firework'  singer.  In  recent  months,  there  have  been
rumors of a feud between the two pop stars. Perhaps they're
fighting  over  the  soulful  crooner?  Photo:  Dmac/FAMEFLYNET
PICTURES

Stars Who Are Always Single

Page 1 of 10

Taylor Swift

https://cupidspulse.com/81324/single-celebrities/


Since splitting from One Direction singer Harry Styles, the
leggy singer has remained out of the dating spotlight. Known
for writing songs about her previous relationships, her recent
release "Shake It Off" is an empowering single about ignoring
the haters and will be featured on her album '1989,' set for
release October 27th. Photo: GG/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

Rihanna  and  Drake  Are  Off-
Again

By Sanetra Richards

AubRih is over, once again. According to UsMagazine.com, after
working out their differences a few months ago, Rihanna and
Drake decided to give the dating thing another try – only for
it  to  lead  to  a  breakup.  “Rihanna  and  Drake  had  another
fight,” says a source. “He is too in love with her, which has
always been the problem. They have been fighting, but that
could all change any day now. It is how it always is with
them.”  The  two  stars  were  first  spotted  as  a  re-emerging
couple in Paris back in February and by March the couple
seemed to be hitting it off pretty hard again. However, at
Rihanna’s Met Gala after party, her actor turned rapper [ex]
boyfriend  was  not  in  attendance.  A  source  added  that  the
artists are “currently on yet another break.”

 How do you know whether to get back together with an ex?

Cupid’s Advice:
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There comes a time when the post-breakup emotions start to
roll in and you find yourself contemplating whether or not you
and your ex belong together. Cupid has a few things for you to
keep in mind while considering:

 1. The factors: Think about the reason why you and your ex
parted ways. Was it because of infidelity? Was it because you
could not agree on anything? Chances are, these problems will
not go away if you decide to go another round – they are the
reason  why  you  all  are  not  together  today.  Remember  the
saying,  if  you  want  different  results,  do  something
differently.

Related: Rihanna and Drake Party Post-Concert in Paris

2. The feelings: A lot of times, people allow their hearts
overpower their intelligence. If you know for certain your ex
is absolutely terrible for you, do not put in the effort
trying to reconcile. Replay the good versus bad instances
throughout  your  relationship.  Question  whether  the  good
outweighs the bad. This could possibly lead you to the answer
on if you and your former lover should work things out.

Related: Rihanna Says the ‘Slightest Things’ Remind Her of
Chris Brown

3.  The change: One of the most important conversations to
have  with  your  ex  before  reuniting  is  how  will  the
relationship  change?  If  you  two  have  not  grown  enough
individually, then you should not want to risk it again. It
will be a repeating cycle: same differences, same arguments,
and same outcomes. Think about the failed  relationship’s
faults and create methods to better them for the next time.

What are some things to consider when getting back with an ex?
Share your thoughts below.
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Rihanna and Drake Party Post-
Concert in Paris

By Brittany Stubbs

Nothing  like  a  romantic  city  to  bring  two  pals  together.
Rihanna attended Drake’s concert at the Palais Omnisport de
Bercy in Paris on Monday, Feb. 24. After the show, she was
photographed meeting the rapper at Club 77. “She didn’t want
to be seen at all,” an onlooker reported to UsMagazine.com.
“She kept her head down and charged through the back of the
club with her friends.” The eyewitness then added, “Drake
looked very tired, but he was smiling around Rihanna. They
chatted, danced a little, and seemed close.” The two had also
been  spotted  grabbing  dinner  together  the  night  before.
Although they’ve never come out as a couple, there have been
rumors about Drake and Rihanna dating on-and-off for two years
now.

How  do  you  keep  rumors  from  affecting  your  budding
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

There’s nothing that stirs up trouble at the beginning of a
relationship like gossip. Cupid has some tips:

1. Establish trust: Trust might be the most sacred part of a
relationship. Make a commitment early on that you will both be
open and honest with one another, and hold to it.

Related:  Sources  Say  Chris  Brown  and  Rihanna  Are  Still
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Together, But Fighting

2. Have open communication: There’s no way to move on from
rumors if you never approach your partner about them. Keep
communication lines open so you can clear the air of any
gossip, while also letting your partner know how you feel.

Related: Rihanna Explains Being in Contact with Ex

3. Look at the big picture: It’s easy to let petty rumors get
under  your  skin,  but  consider  their  true  worth.  Often,
stepping  back  and  looking  at  the  big  picture  of  your
relationship allows you to put into perspective something as
small as a petty rumor.

How  do  you  keep  rumors  from  affecting  your  budding
relationship?  Share  your  thoughts  below.  

5  Celebrity  Couples  That
Fight Dirty

By Whitney Johnson

It’s  no  secret  that  mean  words  and  angry  actions  can  be
detrimental to a relationship. Still, it’s easy to get caught
up in the moment and say or do something you don’t mean. Even
celebrities are guilty of this inappropriate behavior — and
unfortunately, their arguments are often caught by paparazzi
and splashed on tabloid covers for all the world to see. In
order to learn from their mistakes, here are five celebrity
couples that fight dirty:
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1. Emma Roberts and Evan Peters: This past summer, the 22-
year-old American Horror Story actress and her boyfriend were
caught in a violent fight that led to Roberts being booked in
a Montreal jail. When the cops arrived at the scene, Peters
was found with a bloody nose and a bite mark. Fortunately, no
charges were pressed, and the couple remains happily in love.

Related Link: Emma Roberts Arrested After Fight with Boyfriend
Evan Peters

2. Mary Delgado and Byron Velvick: Season 6 Bachelor Velvick
was engaged to the show’s winner for five years before they
finally  split  in  2009.  The  couple  first  showed  signs  of
trouble when Delgado was arrested for assaulting her fiancé in
2007.  According  to  the  police  report,  she  was  under  the
influence of alcohol when she punched Velvick in the mouth.

3. Rihanna and Chris Brown: It was hard to miss that infamous
picture of Rihanna after an argument with Brown escalated and
he repeatedly attacked her following a pre-Grammy party in
2009. Still, the couple reunited and has since been in an on-
again,  off-again  relationship.  The  pop  star  most  recently
referred to the incident as “the biggest wake-up call.”

4. Kourtney Kardashian and Scott Disick: You can still fight
dirty without being physically violent, and this reality star
couple is proof of that. Thanks to E!’s popular show Keeping
Up  With  the  Kardashians,  they  have  to  relive  their  many
arguments and sometimes work through the issue more than once
— even months after the initial disagreement occurred. Even
so, Disick recently told Ryan Seacrest that the couple is
“decently happy.”

Related Link: Kourtney Kardashian and Beau Get Therapy

5. Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne: Early in their marriage, during
Ozzy’s drug- and alcohol-filled days, the rocker reportedly
beat his wife, even trying to strangle her once. Somehow,
though, they worked through their issues and have been married
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for over 30 years, briefly separating earlier this year.

Tell  us:  What  celebrity  couple  do  you  think  fights  the
dirtiest?

Celebrity Couple: Chris Brown
and  Rihanna  Call  It
Quits…Again!

By April Littleton

According to UsMagazine, Chris Brown and Rihanna have split up
once again. Brown confirmed the breakup during an interview
with the Australian radio station The Kyle and Jackie Show. He
stated,  “The  love’s  certainly  not  gone,  but  personal  and
professional commitments make the relationship too difficult
right now. I’m always gonna love that person. I can’t be
focused on wife-ing someone that young. I need to be the best
Chris Brown I can be.” The couple may have ended things for
now, but there still may be hope for the lovebirds in the
future. A source close to Rihanna said, “Of course tomorrow
they could be all over each again, but for now she’s done and
just living her life and touring. It’s how it always is.”

How do you know when to call it quits in a relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

It can be hard to tell if a couple is just going through a
momentary setback in their relationship, or if they’re going
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through the early stages of a breakup. How can you tell if the
chemistry between you and your partner has fizzled out for
good? Cupid has some tips:

1.  Commitment:  When  one  or  both  persons  give  up  in  the
relationship, it will be hard to work toward reconciliation.
Some people care enough about each other and their commitment
to work through trying times, while others give up at the
first sign of struggle. If you and/or your partner aren’t
working hard to hold things together – it’s time to call it
quits.

2. The bad outweighs the good: If you spend the majority of
your time fighting with your beau, avoiding him or thinking
about all of the negative traits you don’t like about him — it
may be time to move on. Your relationship should make you
happy. If you feel your time together never ends on a positive
note, it’s time to end it for good.

3. Someone else has your attention (or his): There’s no point
in prolonging the inevitable if either you or your significant
other has found someone new. If you find yourself wondering
about a new guy or notice your man spending time with another
woman, then it’s time to let each other off the hook.

Have you been in a relationship you knew wasn’t going to work?
How did you know when to call it quits? Share your experience
below.


